FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

A2iA & SYSTRAN Announce a Webinar to Showcase Collaboration
around Digital Transformation & Multi-Lingual Text Translation
Combined capabilities powered by artificial intelligence & machine learning-based software
New York, and Paris, France, November 16, 2017 – A2iA (@A2iA), an award-winning developer of artificial
intelligence and machine learning based software for the worldwide data capture and document processing
markets, announced that they will be hosting a webinar with SYSTRAN, a global leader in language translation
technology. During this event, attendees will see an exclusive view of how A2iA’s advanced text recognition
engines enable more access to complex and handwritten data with SYSTRAN’s neural translation solution,
bringing enhanced automation and productivity to the commercial market.
“A2iA and SYSTRAN have partnered for many years on R&D projects, bringing about advanced recognition
and automation capabilities for research innovation and government solutions,” said Elsa Sklavounou, PhD,
SYSTRAN Partnerships Director and Senior Linguistic Expert. “During the webinar, we will collaboratively
show how the commercial market can benefit from our AI and machine learning capabilities.”
The online event will be held on Thursday, December 7, 2017, at 10 am EST, 4 pm CET, 8 pm IST. To register
visit: www.a2ia.com/systran-webinar
About A2iA
Award-winning with research and development at its core, A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis
(www.a2ia.com), is a science and R&D driven software company with deep roots in artificial intelligence, machine
learning and neural networks. With simple, easy to use and intuitive toolkits, A2iA delivers add-on features to speed
automation, simplify customer engagement and quickly capture all types of printed and handwritten data from documents –
whether captured by a desktop scanner or mobile device. By enhancing solutions from systems integrators and independent
software vendors, A2iA allows complex and cursive data from all types of documents to become part of a structured
database, making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of flexibility as printed or digital data. For more
information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA,
India or Asia.
About SYSTRAN
SYSTRAN is transforming the way global organizations meet the challenges of communicating globally via advanced
machine-based translation technology. With a new generation of Machine Translation that combines Neural Networks,
Deep Learning, and Artificial Intelligence, SYSTRAN is providing large organizations significant productivity gains in
areas such as collaboration, data compliance, eDiscovery, intelligence, customer support, and cross-border
communications/marketing. SYSTRAN is headquartered in Seoul with R&D Center in Paris and office in San Diego. For
more on SYSTRAN visit www.systransoft.com.
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